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CARA in Government

CARA’s leading information management platform is ideally suited to government
requirements. Our integration with ArcGIS/ Google Maps adds a new element to
data management in CARA. Users can view their data side by side with locations.

Store permits and manage land parcels
Keep records of land ownership
Manage data values including location 
based data such as parking zones, and 
Police dispatch data.
CARA Mobile app to provide easy access to CARA Mobile app to provide easy access to 
data and les on the go.
Integrations with other leading software via 
APIs
QR Codes + Barcodes can be generated for 
all tracking needs.
Management of Documents and Data.
E-Signature capabilities via CARAE-Signature capabilities via CARA
e-signature or DocuSign/AdobeSign
Notications via mail, slack or internally 
within CARA.

Integration with ArcGIS

CARA’s integration with ArcGIS enables side by 
side viewing of parcels and the associated 
data. City planning, tracking land ownership 
and viewing land boundaries are just a few of 
the potential use cases for this capability.

CARA on the go

Many people work on the go and need instant 
access to their les. The CARA mobile app 
enables quick and easy access to valuable data 
on mobiles and tablets.

Advanced Searching and Reporting

Never lose your content again. With lters, 
metadata based search, full text search and 
advanced graphical reporting amongst some 
of the features, users have countless ways of
nding their content and viewing vital infornding their content and viewing vital infor-
mation.



Contact us for a demo or evaluation info@generiscorp.com | www.generiscorp.com

The CARA maps integration provides rich location-based data visuals.

All our of New CARA solutions are cloud-
rst, providing the simplicity and security of 
a fully-managed service. Backed by global   
content storage leaders, you can be safe in 
the knowledge that your content and                
information is protected by cutting-edge 
technology in a private cloud.
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